Negative comparison between exactness, ignorance, and evaluativity
(Or how to be judgmental and ignorant with scalar alternatives)
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1

Two negative comparisons, one judgmental and one ignorant2,3

(1) Jo found no more than 10 marbles.
= She found ¬ > 10 =≤ 10 marbles.
She found exactly 10.
(EX)
Speaker thinks this is few.
(EVAL)

[]

(2) Jo found not more than 10 marbles.
= She found ¬ > 10 =≤ 10 marbles.
6 She found exactly 10.
(NO EX)
Speaker not sure how many.
(NEG -IG1 )

1

Calling it NEG -IG to distinguish it from the ignorance effect of modified numerals in positive, seemingly episodic
contexts, POS-IG, as I believe they might have different sources.
2
Cf. observations in Nouwen (2008:277, 286) (who cites Jespersen 1949, 1966, who cites Stoffel 1894) and Mayr
(2013:11-14). Nouwen mostly focuses on EX.
3
Throughout we will speak of more than n (and at least n), but we will have in mind less than n (and at most n) also.
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S1: Nouwen (2008) using Horn (1972)

(Nouwen actually rejects this)

É Focus: no more than n: EX:
(1) Jo found no more than 10 marbles.
= She found ¬ > 10 marbles.
She found exactly 10.

É Connection: n: EX:
(3) Jo found 10 marbles.
= She found ≥ 10 marbles.
She found exactly 10.
Horn (1972):
Note that some items belong to natural scales. E.g., 2 belongs to 〈0, 1, 2, . . . 〉.
Assume uttering a scalar item makes salient its scalemates = its scalar alternatives.
Assume Gricean reasoning negates any non-entailed alternative.

Captures n: EX. Captures no more than n: EX.
É Issue 1: Predicts (not) more than n / at least n systematically k to n, but: not so. []
(Krifka 1999, Fox and Hackl 2006)
É Issue 2: Predicts not more than n to have EX, but: NO EX.

(see starting puzzle)
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S2: Nouwen (2008) using Fox and Hackl (2006)
É Focus: no more than n: EX
(1) Jo found no more than 10 marbles.
= She found ¬ > 10 marbles.
She found exactly 10.

É Connection: more than n: NO EX:
(4) Jo found more than 10 marbles.
= She found > 10 marbles.
6 She found exactly 11.
Fox and Hackl (2006):
(alteration of Horn 1972 alt’s)
Assume numerals always belong to dense scales, that is, R.
This yields EX for non-strict comparison but ⊥ for strict comparison.

Captures more than n: NO EX. Captures no more than n: EX.
É Issue 1: Predicts more than n systematically 6k from at least n, but: not so.
[]
(Mayr 2013:11-14)
É Issue 2: Predicts not more than n to have EX, but: NO EX.

(see starting puzzle)
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S3: Mayr (2013)
É Focus: not more than n: NO EX:

(more than n & at least n more generally)

(2) Jo found not more than 10 marbles.
= She found ¬ > 10 marbles.
6 She found exactly 10.

É Connection: more than n / at least n: NO EX: (more than n k at least n more generally)
(5) Jo found more than 10 / at least 10 marbles.
= She found > / ≥ 10 marbles.
6 She found exactly 11 / 10.
Mayr (2013):
(alteration of Horn 1972 alt’s; also of which alt’s are excluded)
Assume modified numerals (MNs) get scalar alternatives based on replacing not just the
numeral but also the modifier with another modifier of the same type.
This yields NO EX for both MN and not MN.

Captures more than n / at least n: NO EX. Captures not more than n: NO EX.
É Issue 1: Predicts more than n / at least n: no 2nd bound, but: not so.
[]
(Cummins et al. 2012)
É Issue 2: Predicts no more than n to have NO EX, but: EX.

(see starting puzzle)
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Looking back
S1
S2
S3

EX

NO EX

NEG - IG

EVAL

Issues:

3
3
7

7
7
3

7
7
7

7
7
7

Predicts (not) more than / at least n systematically k to n, but: not so.
Predicts more than n systematically 6k from at least n, but: not so.
Predicts more than n / at least n: no 2nd bound, but: not so.

Three solutions. Essentially: Horn (1972) and two variants of Altered Horn (1972). . .
All have issues. . .
None can capture both EX and NO EX, or how negative comparison can go either way. . .
None has a solution for IG and EVAL. . .
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Looking forward
S1
S2
S3
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EVAL
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3
7

7
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Issues:
Predicts (not) more than / at least n systematically k to n, but: not so.
Predicts more than n systematically 6k from at least n, but: not so.
Predicts more than / at least n: no 2nd bound, but: not so.

É Focus: ¬ > n: EX, NO EX, NEG -IG, EVAL
É Connection 1: more than n / at least n: POS-IG:
(6) A: How many kids do you have? B: ??More than 3. / ??At least 3. (Mayr and Meyer 2014)
Suggests more than n / at least n: NO EX due to a clash between EX and POS-IG. (Mihoc 2021)
Suggests it is safe to assume more than n / at least n generally k n.
(Mihoc 2021)
Suggests it is safe to model no more than n: EX on n: EX, against S2.

É Connection 2: n: EX, but not n: NO EX
(7) Peter didn’t solve 10 problems. 6 exactly 9
Suggests it is not safe to model not more than n:

NO EX

on more than n:

(Spector 2013:279-80)
NO EX , against S3.

Issues with S2-S3 seem to grow . . . Issues with S1 seem to diminish. . . Enhanced Horn (1972)?
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Background assumptions
Truth conditions:

{4,5,... }

z }| {
(8) Jmore than 3 P Q K = max(λdd . ∃x[|x| = d ∧ P(x) ∧ Q(x)] ∈ JmuchK (3)
{z
}
|

[ ]
(Mihoc 2020)

abbreviated: 4∨5∨...

(9) Jno / not more than n P QK = ¬(Jmore than n P QK)
Alternative generation:
É Scale-related: Replace the scalar element with its scalemates. Yields SA.
(Horn 1972)
É Domain-related: Replace the domain with its subsets. Yields DA.
(Chierchia 2013)
Alternative use:
(10) JOK (C〈〈s,t〉,t〉 , p〈s,t〉 , ws ) = p(w) ∧ ∀q ∈ C[q(w) → p ⊆ q]

(11) JEK (C〈〈s,t〉,t〉 , p〈s,t〉 , ws ) = p(w) ∧ ∀q ∈ C[q 6= p → p ≺µ q]
{z
}
|

(Chierchia 2013)
(Crnič 2012, Chierchia 2013)

usually assumed to be presupposed
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Deriving

EX

(rehabilitation of S1)

In both positive and negative contexts: As in Horn (1972), updated with O:
(12) JOSA (Jo found 10 marbles)K
= (10 ∨ . . . ) ∧ ¬(11 ∨ . . . )
= 10 3
(13) JOSA (Jo found more than 10 marbles)K
[]
= (11 ∨ . . . ) ∧ ¬(11 ∨ . . . )
= 11 7
(not a problem because blocked by POS-IG, derived from ODA and 2S )
(14) JOSA (Jo found no more than 10 marbles)K
= ¬(11 ∨ . . . ) ∧ ¬¬(10 ∨ . . . )
= (10 ∨ . . . ) ∧ ¬(11 ∨ . . . )
= 10

EX

Prediction: If there is no clash with ODA , more than n can give rise to SA-implic’s.

[ ]

3
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Deriving

NO EX

and

NEG - IG

Additional assumption: Alternative generation:
[ ]
É Scale- & structure-related, SA+: Replace scalar. Delete negation. (∼Fox and Katzir 2011)
(15) JOSA+ (Jo found not more than 2 marbles)K
= ¬(3 ∨ 4 ∨ . . . )∧ ¬¬(2 ∨ . . . ) ∧ ¬¬(1 ∨ . . . ) ∧ . . . ∧ ¬(2 ∨ . . . ) ∧ ¬(1 ∨ . . . ) ∧ . . . = ⊥
|
{z
} |
{z
}
implic’s from scale-related alt’s

7

implic’s from structure-related alt’s

Additional assumption: Alternative use:
É Rescue mechanism: If O yields ⊥, try inserting 2S .

(also used for POS-IG)
(Kratzer and Shimoyama 2002)

(16) JOSA+ (Jo found not more than 2 marbles)K
= ¬(3 ∨ 4 ∨ . . . )∧ ¬2S ¬(2 ∨ . . . ) ∧ ¬2S ¬(1 ∨ . . . ) ∧ . . . ∧ ¬2S (2 ∨ . . . ) ∧ ¬2S (1 ∨ . . . ) ∧ . . .
|
{z
} |
{z
}
implic’s from scale-related alt’s

⇒

NEG - IG

3

implic’s from structure-related alt’s

Additional assumption: No more than n cannot delete its negation.
Prediction: We should still see effects from this mechanism in other items.

[ ]
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Deriving

EVAL

As suggested in Crnič (2011) and references therein, comes from E(ven):
Additional assumptions: Alternative use: E
É If O(nly) targets the non-entailed SA, E(ven) targets the entailed SA.

[ ]
(Mihoc 2020)

É E(ven) uses the prejacent and SA pre-exhaustified. (Mihoc 2021, cf. Crnič 2012 for even)
(17) JESA (Jo found no more than 10 marbles)K
= OSA (¬(10 ∨ . . . )) ∧ OSA (¬(10 ∨ . . . )) ≺µ OSA (¬(11 ∨ . . . ))
|
{z
} |
{z
}
‘exactly 10’

EX , EVAL

3

‘exactly 10 is less likely than exactly 11’: ‘This is few!’

Additional assumption: Not more than n does not undergo exhaustification via E(ven).
Prediction: We should still see effects from this mechanism in other items.

[ ]
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Conclusion
no more than n and not more than n:
É look very similar
É are generally assume to have the same semantics
É exhibit very different effects: EX and EVAL vs. NO EX and NEG -IG
Existing solutions:
É narrow focus
É non-conservative
É non-integrated
É do not capture all the patterns
Today’s solution:
É broader focus
É conservative
É integrated
É captures all the patterns
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Outlook
Re. the puzzle:
É No/not Adj-er than x seems to have similar patterns. This is predicted.
É Why does no more than n not allow negation deletion?
É Cross-linguistically, can we find more evidence of pairs of expressions that differ like this?
É Why is this contrast based on comparative structures?
(SMNs tend to be PPIs; why?)
Re. the solution for EX:
É Any other necessary refinements of Horn (1972)?
For example, scale truncations, between-item variation, etc.

Re. the solution to NO EX—IG/NEG -IG:
É Any other necessary qualifications of the structural theory?
We argued for a 3-way distinction between scalar, subdomain, and structural.

Re. the solution to EVAL:
É Any other necessary refinements of E(ven)?
16

Thank you!
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Appendix: The puzzle

[]

(Nouwen 2008:277)
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Appendix: More than / at least n 6k n

[]

(Krifka 1999, Fox and Hackl 2006, concise summary from Mayr 2013)
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Appendix: More than n k at least n

[]

(Mayr 2013)
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Appendix: More than n / at least n: episodic contexts: SA-implic’s

[]

(Cummins et al. 2012)
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Appendix: Truth conditions

[]

(Mihoc 2019, 2020, 2021)
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Appendix: More than n / at least n:

NO EX :

blocked by

IG

[]

(Mihoc 2019, 2020, 2021)
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Appendix:

EX :

predictions

[]

More than n and at least n can give rise to SA-implic’s even in episodic contexts—but only with
coarser scale granularity.
(Cummins et al. 2012, Spector 2014)

This suggests that the clash between SA- and DA-implics triggers a repair mechanism.

I believe this mechanism is contextual scale truncation.
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Appendix:

NO EX — IG :

predictions

[]

Not n, not Jo, do seem to give rise to the same NO EX—IG patterns also:

(18) A: How many marbles did Jo find? B: Not 10—everyone who found 10 moved on to the
next phase.
(19) A: Who did Mary collaborate with? B: Not Jo—she didn’t do that project.

In both cases, classic SA-implic’s predict a different meaning (exactly 9, everyone else), but
what we get is NEG -IG.
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Appendix:

EVAL :

predictions

[]

(Mihoc 2021)
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Appendix: Structure-related alternatives

[]

(Katzir 2007, Fox and Katzir 2011:97)

Note1: Predicts an alternative to more than n could be n. I reject this.
Note 2: Predicts an alternative to not more than n could be more than n. I adopt this.
27

Appendix: E(ven)

[]

(Mihoc 2021)
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